Restorative effects of stimulating medullary raphe after spinal cord injury.
Serotonin in the spinal cord acutely modulates nociceptive transmission and motor reflexes and may also assist functional restoration after spinal cord injury (SCI). It is released there mainly by descending axons of the medulla's nucleus raphe magnus (NRM). We examined whether mechanical allodynia (cutaneous hypersensitivity) after incomplete SCI is sustainably reversed by prolonged, intermittent electrical stimulation of the NRM and whether altered NRM activity accounts for the allodynia. NRM stimulation was given to rats over several days (average 3.2), beginning about 1 hour after moderate thoracic contusion injury. This stimulation reduced mechanical allodynia in forepaws but not hindpaws at 6 weeks after injury (vs nonstimulated controls). Histologically, the stimulation augmented white matter and reduced astrocytosis (glial fibrillary acidic protein immunostaining) in injured segments at 15 weeks. Cavity volume and perilesion neuron numbers were unchanged. Single-cell extracellular recording 12 to 14 weeks after thoracic contusion injury revealed generally higher spontaneous firing and weaker responses to above-injury noxious stimulation in both inhibited and excited NRM neurons; unresponsive neurons were fewer. Neurons inhibited from dermatomes above the injury were excited from below. Altered NRM activity is unlikely to cause SCI allodynia, since inhibited and excited classes are believed to oppositely modulate nociception. Prolonged, early NRM stimulation probably reverses above-injury allodynia by facilitating qualitative recovery of remaining tissue.